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Abstract: The collision of a vehicle is often a process of strong nonlinearity and large deformation, 

and the finite element method is time-consuming. For this reason, a method of collision inversion 

research is proposed. Through the definition of the forward and inverse problems, the forward problem 

is inversely solved from the perspective of the inverse problem, and the collision process can be 

predicted quickly while the accuracy is ensured. In this paper, the idea of inversion is introduced into 

the collision test of the front bumper of the vehicle. First, a finite element model is established based 

on the geometric model of the bumper. The accuracy of the finite element model is verified by 

comparing the results of the drop weight test with the simulation results of the finite element model. 

Then, using the built simulation model, spring mass model and drop weight test, the inversion research 

of vehicle collision and the front bumper of a vehicle is carried out. The inversion research of the 

bumper first inverts the collision course in the inversion algorithm derived from the vehicle collision, 

and then compares the collision course derived from the inversion algorithm formula with the 

simulation test results. The research results show that the change trends of the time-velocity curve and 

the time-deformation curve obtained by the collision inversion algorithm are basically consistent with 

the simulation test results, indicating that the collision inversion algorithm can realize the rapid 

prediction of the collision course and improve derivation efficiency significantly, and it provides a new 

idea. Finally, under the constant energy condition of the drop weight test E = mgh, through the 

relationship between energy and deformation, it is concluded that the depth deformation of low-speed 

collision of the front bumper is greater than that of high-speed collision. 

Keywords: vehicle collision; front bumper; inversion study; collision course; low speed collision and 

high collision 
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1. Introduction 

Research shows that among all accidents, front crash accidents cause the highest death toll, 

followed by side crashes [1]. In a front crash, the vehicle mainly depends on the bumper to absorb 

energy, especially in a low-speed front crash, where the energy-absorbing and anti-collision module of 

the bumper system can absorb a majority of the energy, therefore minimizing the damage to the vehicle 

body caused by the crash. A vehicle crash is a rather complicated strongly nonlinear process, and to 

simulate such a collision course, we need fine modeling to improve the computation accuracy, which 

will increase computation time and workload significantly [2]. For this reason, a collision inversion 

study method is proposed to realize fast prediction over the collision course. In addition, general 

vehicle crash problems are solved applying the forward problem analysis method based on a surrogate 

model, but this method is infeasible for some problems. Through the definition of the inverse 

problem, we can conduct inversion to solve the forward problem from the perspective of the inverse 

problem [3–8]. 

Backus and Gilbert first proposed the modern inversion method [9–11], which was initially 

studied in the field of ships. Zhang et al. [3] inverted the collision angle and collision speed of the ship 

through the results after the collision, which is very meaningful for the actual collision restoration. In 

the inversion research of the automotive industry, Han [6] studied the inversion problem of sheet metal 

forming, studied the types of inversion problems and introduced the engineering application of 

inversion in a very comprehensive manner. Aiming at the problem of lane keeping in autonomous 

driving, Yang et al. [8] proposed a kind of lateral position error composite control method that 

combines inversion control and sliding mode control. This method can retain the strong robustness of 

sliding mode control in uncertain lateral dynamic models. Gao [12] studied the key technologies of 

contact collision simulation through inversion. There are two main inversion methods: One is 

empirical inversion, where inversion is conducted through summarization of a large quantity of data; 

the other is theoretical inversion, where inversion is conducted through derivation of theoretical formulas. 

This study needs to use both.  

Depending on the systemically mastered domestic and foreign vehicle crash inversion techniques, 

this study established a mass-spring simplified model and in turn used the simplified model derivation 

formulas for an inverse collision course. After a vehicle model is built, front collisions at various 

speeds are conducted. A nonlinear relationship between the energy absorption ratio of the automobile 

front bumper system and boundary conditions is fit through discrete change points of the boundary 

conditions. Finally, it is introduced into the crash test of a vehicle front bumper, and the deformation 

mode and energy absorption behavior of the front bumper are studied using a drop test. The conclusion 

is that the deformation of the front bumper in low-speed collision is larger than that in high-speed 

collision under the condition of equal energy. 

2. Establishment and validation of finite element model 

2.1. Establishment of finite element model (FEM) 

This study conducted 3D modeling using CATIA, established the FEM using Altair Hypermesh and 

found and computed the solution using LS-DYNA. The original model of the bumper is the same as that of 

the vehicle. First of all, a 100% barrier vehicle collision FEM is built in accordance with vehicle crash high-
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speed regulation C-NCAP. As shown in Figure 1, the forward direction of the vehicle is along the positive 

direction of the x-axis, hitting the rigid wall, and a rigid wall is also established at the bottom of the vehicle. 

The bumper finite element model uses aluminum material. Considering that some elements need 

bear strong stress during the collision, which exceeds yield stress. The bumper belongs to the thin 

shell part, should draw the shell element, select the material model MAT_024. The bumper model 

has 21,693 elements, and the grid size is mainly 5 mm. The structural composition and size of the 

bumper are shown in Table 1, and the simulation model is shown in Figure 2. 

Table 1. Initial bumper dimensions. 

Device 
Length 
/mm 

Width 
/mm 

Height 
/mm 

Initial thickness 
/mm 

Beam 1130 35 100 2.4 

Energy-absorbing box 130 75 105 1.8 

Flange 14 130 170 3.0 

 

Figure 1. FEM of vehicle. 

 

Figure 2. Simulative model of bumper. 

Figure 3 shows the simulation timing diagram of the vehicle collision. During the collision, we 

can see that the vehicle front tends to descend, the front part of the bumper is crushed, and the 

maximum deformation position is close to the front part of the tire. 
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S1  0.00 seconds                                               S2  0.06 seconds 

        

S3  0.09 seconds (starts to rebound)                                    S4  0.15 seconds 

Figure 3. Simulation timing diagram of vehicle collision. 

Figure 4 shows the solution-finding energy curve for the front crash. The blue line represents the 

curve of change in total energy during the crash. It can be seen from the figure that the total energy 

curve tends to be stable, and there is no major change, indicating that the total energy in the collision 

process satisfies the law of energy conservation. As the crash goes ahead, the kinetic curve descends 

dramatically before running levelly; in this process, kinetic energy is mainly converted into internal 

energy. The results of calculations based on the hourglass energy curve data shown in the figure 

show that hourglass energy contributes a maximum of 2.65% of total energy, which has no great 

impact on the calculation results, therefore meeting the requirement of the analysis for hourglass. 

The data obtained in the simulation will be used for the crash inversion computation, described in 

the section below. 

 

Figure 4. Solution-finding energy curve for vehicle front crash at 50 km/h. 

2.2. Validation of bumper collision FEM  

We compared the simulation and test to validate the built bumper FEM. The verification was made in 

two respects: first, captured collision altitude with high-speed camera; second, measured deformation 
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distance using laser rangefinder. According to the energy equivalent test method, the mass of the drop weight 

was 16.8 kg, the height of the drop weight was 2.128 m. The drop speed was 23.25 km/h. 

Figure 5 shows the timing comparison diagram of FEM validation through experiment, in which 

the stress nephogram is shown for FEM. As shown in Figure 6, while the final deformation distance 

of FEM was 67.2 mm, the deformation distance measured in the test was 68 mm. They have 98.82% 

similarity to each other, so FEM proves effective. 

 

(a) Altitude and simulation stress of anti-collision beam at 0.001 s 

 

(b) Altitude and simulation stress of anti-collision beam at 0.01 s 

 

(c) Altitude and simulation stress of anti-collision beam at 0.025 s 

Figure 5. Timing comparison of stress validation through experiments. 

 

Figure 6. Final deformation and displacement nephogram of FEM. 
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3. Inversion analysis 

3.1. Vehicle front crash inversion analysis 

Inversion is conducted through theoretical formula deviation in vehicle front crash analysis, to 

complete the analysis of the vehicle front crash course. The study of frontal collision must first start 

with kinematics, and kinematics is inseparable from the acceleration and displacement of the basic 

vehicle collision. There are two kinds of curves in focus: One is the GS curve (the relationship between 

acceleration and displacement), and the other is the ES curve (the relationship between energy and 

displacement). The area enclosed by the GS curve and the X-axis is a fixed value [mv]_0^2/2; see [13] 

for the specific derivation. The ES curve has an obvious inflection point. The inflection point is the 

stage where the vehicle rebounds after a collision. The value of the ordinate is [mv]_0^2/2. The lower 

the collision speed is, the sharper the inflection point. In addition, the collision deceleration curve can 

also be replaced by the Tipped Equivalent Square Wave [14], especially in the acceleration curve of 

the occupant. 

The 100% overlap rigid barrier crash test is a very good test method for the study of 

crashworthiness features of vehicles. Under NCAP, the high-speed collision velocity of the 100% 

overlap rigid barrier crash test is 50 km/h. The impact force (F) that the rigid barrier exerts on the 

vehicle is very strong and very brief. For this reason, the force on the vehicle other than the impact 

force, such as the rolling friction force of the road surface toward the tires, can be ignored. The velocity 

of vehicle v (at moment 0) before the collision occurs decreases to 0 and then increases to -v' (moment 

t'). The impact that the rigid barrier exerts on the vehicle can be expressed with impulse P.  Integrating 

for the duration of the impact, we can obtain the impulse that the rigid barrier exerts on the vehicle, 

which is calculated in the equation below: 

� = ∫ �(�)��
�′

�
= ∫ ����

�′

�
= �(� ′ − �) = �∆�.                                 (1) 

As shown in Eq (1), impulse is equal to the change in momentum, and velocity difference ∆v can 

represent impulse. The ratio of the vehicle speed after the vehicle impacts the rigid barrier and enters 

the rebound stage to the speed before the collision is expressed with the coefficient of restitution [15]. 

Coefficient of restitution e refers to the ratio of the impulse that the vehicle received in the rebound 

process to the impulse that the vehicle received in the compression deformation process. It can be 

expressed with velocity in the equation below: 

� = −
��

�
.                                                                             (2) 

The collision between objects is an elastic collision (or completely elastic collision) when e = 1, 

an inelastic collision when 0 < e < 1 or a completely inelastic collision when e = 0, as the object does 

not rebound at all after collision. Finding solutions repetitively after changing the velocity parameters 

in the simulation model, the relationship between vehicle rebound speed and restitution coefficient as 

shown in Figure 7 can be obtained, the unary quadratic fitting curve of e is e = 62.42-1.89v + 0.0196v^2. 

Fitting R^2 is 0.983 (valid), but it is not an exactly quadratic relationship. Because the higher the 

collision speed is, the lower the restitution coefficient is, there is no inflection point till it becomes 0, 

when the collision speed is 50 km/h, and the value of the restitution coefficient is about 15%. 
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Figure 7. Rebound velocity and restitution coefficient. 

After the vehicle crash occurs, high speed or low speed, there are always two energy absorptions 

in every part: plastic energy absorption (Ed) and elastic energy absorption (Ep). The maximum defor-

mation energy is equal to the sum of the two. Once the crash occurs, automobile parts immediately 

start deforming, but they will partly rebound after the crash ends, and the displacement of the rebound 

will decrease as the vehicle collision speed increases. The parts on the vehicle feature less elastic en-

ergy absorption but more plastic energy absorption. As the vehicle deforms, the kinetic energy of the 

vehicle gradually converts into the deformation energy of the vehicle body. When the vehicle speed 

declines to 0, deformation energy reaches its maximum value. Then, the vehicle starts to rebound and 

eventually completely get away from the rigid barrier at velocity v'. While at low speed, the collision 

can be regarded as an elastic collision, but once the collision exceeds a certain threshold value, it will 

be regarded as a non-elastic collision. The moment, the vehicle body has residual deformation (namely 

permanent deformation), and causes energy loss (the lost energy is represented by E_D). The defor-

mation amount of the vehicle body at this moment is different from the maximum deformation amount, 

and it is called the residual deformation amount. 

When the vehicle collides with the rigid barrier, the maximum deformation energy E is equal to 

the initial value of vehicle kinetic energy ���/2. The lost energy �� can be calculated in the equation 

below according to the kinetic energy before and after the collision: 

�� =
�

�
��� −

�

�
���� =

�

�
���(1 − ��) = �(1 − ��)                               (3) 

As shown in Eq (3) above, when the coefficient of restitution e is 0, �� is equal to E. When the 

collision speed is 50 km/h, the coefficient of restitution e is about 15%. As the coefficient of restitution 

decreases, the lost energy will increase. 
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Figure 8. Spring-Mass Model for the collision of vehicles with rigid barrier. 

When analyzing vehicle collision from the perspective of momentum and impulse, the time 

sequence changes of vehicle motion during the collision cannot be known. Therefore, we can simplify 

the collision of a vehicle with rigid barrier as the transient response problem of a spring-mass system, 

as shown in Figure 8, to analyze the motion of the vehicle when impact is exerted on the vehicle body. 

Suppose the elastic coefficient (namely, body stiffness) is k when the vehicle is loaded (compressed) 

and k’ when it is unloaded (rebounds). 

3.2. Course inversion 

Under initial condition: At moment 0, suppose the speed of mass point (vehicle) is v, and 

displacement is 0. Suppose the length of the spring at moment 0 is its natural length, and the motion 

equations of the spring (vehicle body) during compression and rebound are 

�
��̈ = −��                    (while in loaded state)        

��̈ = −��(� − �)      (while in unloaded state)
                                   (4) 

where C represents residual deformation amount, according to the law of conservation of mechanical 

energy. The elastic coefficient can be expressed using collision speed v and maximum deformation 

amount x_max in the equation below: 

� =
���

����
� .                                                                         (5) 

Take the initial conditions into Eq (4), a symbol equation w = √(k/m), w^' = √(k^'/m) which is 

similar to fixed frequency is obtained. Vehicle acceleration, velocity and displacement are shown in 

Eqs (6) and (7). At the point where the vehicle changes from the loaded state into the unloaded state, 

the change of vehicle displacement and velocity is continuous, and so is the change of vehicle 

acceleration. 

1) While in loaded state ( 0 ≤ � ≤ �/(2�)) 

�

�̈ = −�������
�̇ = ������      

� =
�

�
�����     

                                                                      (6) 

2) While in unloaded state (�/(2�) ≤ � ≤ �/(2�) + �/(2� ′)) 

k

x

m

v

v’

F
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)                              
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)                              

� =
��
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��
� − 1� +

�

�
           

                                           (7) 

As the maximum deformation ���� = �/� ′, take � = �/(2�) + �/(2� ′) in formula 3 of Eq (7), 

and the residual deformation amount � = �(1/� − �/� ′�) can be worked out. In addition, when � =

�/(2�) + �/(2� ′), the velocity of the vehicle when it leaves the rigid barrier � ′ = −��/� ′ can be 

obtained using formula 2 of Eq (7), Therefore, the coefficient of restitution e can be expressed with 

the elasticity coefficient of the spring in the equation below: 

� = −
��

�
= −

�

�
�−

��

�� � =
�

�� = �
�

��
 .                                                (8) 

The impulse that the rigid barrier exerts on the vehicle is calculated using Eq (9). Its final result 

is consistent with that of Eq (1), which also reflects the rationality of the equation. 

� = � ��� = � ��̈��
�/����/��′

�

�/����/��′

�

 

= ∫ (−���)����
�/��

�
+    ∫ (−���)���� ′ �� −

�

��
� ��

�/����/��′

�/��
        

= [�������]�
�/��

− �
���

�′ ���� ′ �� −
�

��
��

�/��

�/����/��′

                             

= −�� −
���

�′ = �(� ′ − � )                                                                    (9) 

3.3. Examples of vehicle front crash inversion 

In this section we will apply the spring-mass model in the 100% overlap rigid barrier collision 

test analysis for a passenger vehicle. Given the mass of the vehicle m = 1500 kg, collision speed v = 

50 km/h (13.89 m/s), the maximum deformation amount after the crash is measured to be x_max = 0.636 

mm, and according to the vehicle speed sensor inside the vehicle, the rebound velocity measured is v' = 

2.18 m/s. 

First of all, obtain the expression � = �/���� = 13.89/0.636 = 21.84 rad/s, which is similar 

to intrinsic frequency, namely, � = 0.072 s at � = �/(2�), when the vehicle deformation reaches the 

maximum value using formula 6 of Eq (6). Next, obtain w' = -139.15 rad/s based on v, v', w using Eq (8). 

Take in the data, and obtain the vehicle velocity, displacement and time change curves using Eqs (6) 

and (7). The result of the comparison between the data of the inversion equation and simulation test 

shows that, the two are nearly the same as each other in the change tendency of velocity, displacement 

and time in vehicle collision. As shown in Figure 9, as the collision goes ahead, the velocity of the 

vehicle gets slower and slower, and the vehicle front starts to absorb energy, converting kinetic energy 

into internal energy. The velocity decreases to 0 at 72 ms, when it releases internal energy and rebounds. 
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Figure 9. Calculation results for 100% overlap rigid barrier collision course simulation. 

As shown in Eq (10), error determination coefficient �� is used to perform error analysis over 

inversion model and simulation test. The closer its value is to 1, the better the correlation between 

actual and predicted values. Since the inversion rate of vehicle speed is 98.35%, and the inversion rate 

of displacement is 97.47%, it indicates that the inversion is effective. 

�� = 1 −
∑ (������

�
��� )�

∑ (�����
��� )�                                                                 (10) 

where �� and ��� represent the true and predicted values, respectively, � is the average of the true values, 

and N is the number of samples. 

As the momentum obtained using the two groups of course inversion equations, i.e., Eqs (6) 

and (7), meets the law of conservation of momentum, this proves the scientificalness of the inversion 

equation from the perspective of momentum conservation. That is to say, through the rebound velocity 

and the maximum deformation of the vehicle after the front crash, we can invert the velocity and 

displacement curves of the entire collision course of the vehicle. 

3.4. Examples of front bumper drop weight inversion 

The inversion research of the vehicle also provides a theoretical basis for the inversion of the 

front bumper. Next, we present the research on the collision course inversion of the bumper on the 

basis of the inversion algorithm derived from vehicle crash.  

Given the mass of the drop weight m = 1500 kg, collision speed v = 4 km/h (1.11 m/s), the max-

imum deformation amount after the crash is measured to be ���� = 11.6 mm, and rebound velocity 

measured using the drop-weight sensor is v' = 0.387 m/s. 

First of all, work out the expression similar to fixed frequency � = �/���� = 1.11/11.6 ×

10�� = 95.69 rad/s, namely, � = 0.016 s, at the moment � = �/(2�) when vehicle deformation is 

maximum, using formula 3 of Eq (6). 

Next, take into account of the impact of gravity and conduct rewriting according to Eq (8) and 

dynamics principles. 

1) While in loaded state (0 ≤ � ≤ �/(2�)) 

�

�̈ = −������� + �   
�̇ = ������ + ��       

� =
�

�
����� +

�

�
���

                                                               (11) 
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2) While in unloaded state (�/(2�) ≤ � ≤ �/(2�) + �/(2� ′)) 

     

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧�̈ = −�������(� −

�

2�
) + �                                                                           

�̇ = −
��

��
�����(� −

�

2�
) + ��                                                                (12)

� =
��

��� ������ �� −
�

2�
� − 1� +

�

�
+

1

2
���                                               

 

Using Eq (8), work out w' = -274.707 rad/s based on v, v', w. Figure 12 shows the vehicle accel-

eration and speed obtained using Eqs (11) and (12). According to Figure 10, the bumper is stricken 

again due to the impact of gravity incurred by the drop weight. For this reason, the calculation of drop 

weight inversion is limited to the process before the secondary collision, while the comparison result 

of the figure shows the inversion effect of speed and deformation amount is good. Comparing and 

analyzing the simulation test and inversion formula data analysis, the time-velocity and time-defor-

mation curves of the two are basically the same. Although there are certain differences between the 

inversion prediction and the simulation data results, the overall accuracy can be guaranteed. The col-

lision course can be quickly deduced by using the inversion formula. The inversion research can ef-

fectively improve the efficiency of solving the collision course while ensuring the accuracy. 

            

Figure 10. Inversion course computation result of bumper. 

4. Analysis of front bumper 

4.1. Theoretical analysis 

To study the deformation form energy-absorption behavior of the bumper, first of all, we need 

to determine the boundary conditions of the collision. Figure 11 shows the energy-absorption data 

of each part in the vehicle simulation. Observation finds that entire bumper system can keep a 

minimum 40% energy absorption if vehicle speed is lower than 40 km/h. If the speed is higher than 

40 km/h, as front longitudinal beam and A-pillar join in the energy-absorption, the energy-

absorption contribution of the front bumper will decrease. The energy-absorption contribution 

reaches the highest value 64% at a speed of 20 km/h. The front crash tests over vehicle energy 

levels (pendulum collision, sled collision, vehicle collision) made the following conclusion:  

While in the crashworthiness test for the front bumper, the velocity should approach 20 km/h 
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to the most possible extent. Objectively, this is also AZT-Crash-Reparatur-Test (Germany), the test 

of RCAR, because under low-speed bumper regulation and standard, only the two approached 20 

km/h. The test speed will approach 20 km/h to the most possible extent in the bumper crash test 

and analysis in the section below. 

 

Figure 11. Energy-absorption contribution of each part at different speeds. 

Illustrate a group of cylindrical hammer drop isoenergetic simulation, in all of which, drop energy 

is 350 kJ, ��  = 26.45 m/s for high speed ��  = 7 m/s for low speed. The masses of drop weight 

controlled under this energy were 14.3 and 1 kg, respectively. Figure 12 shows the simulated kinetic 

energy dissipation image. It indicates the initial kinetic energy is the same, and the kinetic energy 

dissipation varies at different collision speeds �� , ��  (��  > �� ). Even in the end state, high speed 

dissipates a little more kinetic energy than low speed. 

 

Figure 12. Kinetic energy dissipation diagram of bumper crash drop weight test. 

Figures 13 and 14 show the comparisons between the stress nephograms and final position dis-

placement nephograms of low-speed collision and high-speed collision. According to the figures, the 

stress of low-speed collision is lower, at 755.6 MPa; while the stress of the high-speed collision is 

higher, at 778.9 MPa. By contrast, the final displacement value of low-speed collision is higher, at 97.3 

mm, while the displacement value of high-speed collision is lower, which at 76.5 mm. From the figures, 

we obviously see, in high-speed collision, the surrounding radiation circle of the stress is very large, 

and so is the position displacement nephogram of high-speed collision. The deformation has a tendency 

to extend toward both ends. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of stress nephograms between low-speed collision (left) and high-

speed collision (right). 

 

Figure 14. Comparison of final displacement nephograms between low-speed collision 

(left) and high-speed collision (right). 

To sum up, as shown in Figure 15, the speed at collision contact center will be higher than that in 

the area around it, so at constant energy, comparison between low-speed collision and high-speed 

collision shows, the deceleration in the surrounding area of high-speed collision is lower, while the 

deceleration in the surrounding area of low-speed collision is higher. Accordingly, the distance of 

radiation outward from center varies, and the deformation radiation distance of high-speed collision is 

longer, while the deformation radiation distance of low-speed collision is shorter. In addition, this 

phenomenon has similarities with heavy objects falling in water. 
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Figure 15. Plane collision deformation radiation distance. 

4.2. Test validation 

The original weight of the drop weight was 14.3 kg, and each square counterweight is about 3.14 

kg. The total mass m of the drop weight can be weighed using a hook scale. Perform constant-energy 

test based on the equation E = mgh, h_2 = m_1 h_1/m_2，v = [(2gh)]^(1/2), g = 9.8 m/s2. The height 

of the drop weight is determined using the ruler on the side, and the height of the drop weight is 

adjusted to be initial height plus h. The final intrusion ∆d is measured using the Laser Rangefinder 

described above. Read the data d_1 before dropping the weight, read d_2 after dropping the weight, 

and ∆d = d_2-d_1. According to the conclusion drawn above, for bumper crashworthiness test, the 

velocity should approach 20 km/h to the most possible extent. See Table 2 for the variables of the test. 

Table 2. Variables of drop weight test. 

No. m (kg) h (m) E (J) v (km/h) 

1 14.3 2.500 350.35 25.2 

2 16.8 1.128 350.354 23.2 

3 19.2 1.862 350.354 21.75 

Figure 16 shows the acceleration images acquisitioned in three tests. According to the image, 

although the acceleration fluctuates widely, it has two peak values. One is generated when hammer 

collides with anti-collision beam, it compressed to a maximum value of collision force; the other is 

generated when anti-collision beam contacts the protective underlay, as the compression amount 

generated the moment is very small, the collision force will rise dramatically. 

 

Figure 16. Acceleration acquisition image. 
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Figure 17 shows the real photos taken before and after bumper crash. It obviously indicates that, 

test 1 is a relatively low-speed test, and the deformation radiation distance is shorter. Meanwhile, test 

3 is a relatively high-speed test, the deformation radiation distance is longer. 

 

Figure 17. Bumper crash deformation analysis. 

Finally, according to the test data recorded in Table 3, the final intrusion of test 3 is higher than 

that of test 1, and this proves the theoretical analysis that low-speed deformation is greater than high-

speed deformation. 

Table 3. The records of final intrusion results. 

No. E (J) V (km/h) d1 (m) d2 (m) ∆d (m) 

1 350.35 25.2 1.229 1.3 0.071 

2 350.354 23.256 1.229 1.297 0.068 

3 350.354 21.744 1.229 1.295 0.066 

5. Conclusions 

1) A crash inversion prediction method is proposed, and a simulation model and spring-mass 

model are used to conduct inversion study on vehicle crash and automobile front bumper crash. The 

changing tendency of the time-velocity curve and the time-deformation curve obtained by the collision 

inversion algorithm are basically consistent with the simulation test results. The inversion rate of 

vehicle frontal collision speed is 98.35%, and the inversion rate of displacement is 97.47%, indicating 

that inversion algorithm can quickly derive collision course, and it can be used to replace some test or 

finite element simulation in practical applications, effectively improve the efficiency of solving 

collision course. 

2) Solution to repeat by changing the speed of the vehicle simulation model parameters, the 

function relationship between vehicle speed and collision recovery rate for e = 62.42-1.89v + 0.0196v^2. 

In other words, within a certain range, the higher the collision speed is, the lower the restitution 

coefficient is. 

3) Take the vehicle speed boundary conditions in the test to conduct validation, and the 

relationship between low-speed collision and high-speed collision of front bumper is obtained. The 

comparison of high-speed collision and low-speed collision of the same energy shows that, the 

deformation radiation distance of high-speed collision is longer, while the deformation radiation 

distance of low-speed collision is shorter, and in front bumper crash, the deformation depth of low-

speed collision is greater than that of high-speed collision. 
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